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News and Announcements 

e ffiM Announces XT -286 
IBM has announced a new member of their XT family: the XT-286. 
The IBM XT-286 fills the gap between the IBM XT and the IBM AT. 
To flll this gap, the XT-286 incorporates features from both the XT and 
AT. The XT-286 has an 80286 processor (the same processor that is in 
the A1). The XT-286 has a 20 MByte hard disk (very similar to the 
XTs hard disk). The AT and XT-286 also share the high capacity (1.2 
MByte) 5.25" floppy disk drive and the seriaJ/parallel interface card
that means XT -286 owners have a 9-pin serial connector (like AT 
owners) rather than the 25-pin serial connector that is used on the PC 
and XT. The XT-286 has three 8-bit expansion slots (like the PC and 
X1) and five 16-bit expansion slots (like the A1). In a typical XT-286 
configuration, two 16-bit slots are populated with the disk drive 
controller and the seriallparallel adapters, and one 8-bit slot is fllled 
with a display adapter. 

In terms of performance, the XT-286 should be about the same speed as 
the newer IBM AT for central-processing-unit (CPU) intensive tasks. 
The newer ATs run with an 8 MHz clock and one wait-state while the 
XT-286 runs with a 6 MHz clock and no wait-states. A wait-state 
implies that the CPU must wait to get access to memory, so wait-
states mean slower performance for a given clock speed. Although we 
have not yet run our benchmarks on the XT-286, we suspect that a 6 
MHz CPU with no wait-states will be a close match to an 8 MHz CPU 
with one wait-state. For tasks that are disk-intensive, the AT should be 
faster than the XT-286; the ATs hard disk has a 40 millisecond average 
access time while the XT-286 hard disk has a slower 85 millisecond 
average access time. 

Here are the IBM XT -286 configurations available through the Book 
Center in Williamson Hall and the Microcomputer Discount Program: 

t/ IBM XT-286 -Configuration 8C: $ 2745 
20 MByte hard disk drive, one high capacity (1.2 MByte) 5.25" floppy 
disk drive, one 360K floppy disk drive, enhanced keyboard, 640K 
RAM memory, serial/parallel adapter, PC-DOS 3.2, and BASICA 

t/ IBM XT-286- Configuration 9C: $3095 
20 MByte hard disk drive, one high capacity (1.2 MByte) 5.25" floppy 
disk drive, one 360K floppy disk drive, enhanced keyboard, 640K 
RAM memory, serial/parallel adapter, monochrome display, 
monochrome display adapter, PC-DOS 3.2, and BASICA. 

News and Announcements continued on Page 6 -----
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Micro Systems Group Software 

In addition to our other activities, the Microcomputer 
Systems Group writes software that is of genernl use 
to the University of Minnesota community. This 
software is sold in the Williamson Hall Book 

Center. A list of our software and a short description of each 
package follows. Since this software is written to run on 
different microcomputers, be sure to order the right version. 

COM 
COM Version 5.0 is a general purpose communications 
program; it converts your microcomputer into an intelligent 
computer terminal. You can use COM either to communicate 
between your micro and the ACSS mainframe computers or to 
connect two microcomputers. On an IBM microcomputer, COM 
can use either serial port to send characters to a telephone 
modem. COM can also send characters directly, via a direct 
connect cable, to another microcomputer. COM's automated Get 
and Send file commands allow you to easily transfer ASCll text 
files to and from ACSS mainframe computers. You can even 
define other types of mainframe computers with COM 

COM is available for these microcomputers: IBM PC, XT, AT, 
most IBM clones (such as the Zenith 140, 150, 160, 170, 180, 
and 200 series, and the HP Vectta), and the Zenith Z-100 (using 
Z-OOS and CP/M}. 

SimTek 
SimTek (Simulate Tektronix terminal) Version 3.0 is a 
communications program that allows you to turn your 
microcomputer into a Tektronix 4010 series graphics terminal. 
With SimTek you can display text and graphics images that were 
created for the Tektronix 4010 terminal on your microcomputer's 
screen. These graphics images are usually generated on a 
mainframe computer with programs like TELL-A-GRAF or DI-
3000. SimTek supports the Tektronix alpha, graphics, and 
graphics input (GIN) modes but does not support the APL 
character seL SimTek will store (and redisplay) graphics images 
as files on your disk for later printing with the PrintFoto 
companion program (described below). 

SimTek for IBM-type computers supports the IBM 
Color/Graphics Adapter (640 x 200 pixel resolution) or the IBM 
Enhanced Graphics Adapter with an IBM Enhanced Graphics 
Monitor (640 x 350 pixel resolution) at full resolution. You 
must have one of these graphics adapters (or equivalent) to use 
PC-DOS SimTek. SimTek for the Zenith Z-100 will display 
graphics at a resolution of 640 x 256. 

SimTek is available for these microcomputers: Macintosh, IBM 
PC, XT, AT, most IBM clones (such as the Zenith 140, 150, 
160, 170, 180, and 200 series, and the HP Vectta), and the 
Zenith Z-100 (Z-OOS only). 

PrintFoto 
PrintFoto allows you to print the graphics images (Foto flies) 
recorded by SimTek (described above). These files contain the 

graphics information that is sent from the mainframe computers 
and recorded by SimTek. Images are displayed on your screen one 
by one until you select the image you want to prinL PrintFoto 
then ttansfers the image to the printer. 

The resolution (number of dots per inch) of the printed output is 
determined by the resolution of your printer, not by the 
resolution of your computer screen. PrintFoto does not do a 
screen dump; it redraws the image on your printer at the best 
possible resolution. You can select a fast (low resolution) or a 
slow (high resolution) printing speed. PrintFoto currently 
supports the following printers and plotters: 

Printers: IBM-type and Zenith Z-100 
.I Epsons with graphics capability 
.I IBM Graphics Printer and IBM Proprinter 
.I NEC 8023A 
.I Okidata 92 
.I Hewlett-Packard LaserJet and LaserJet Plus 

Plotters: IBM-type only 
.I Hewlett-Packard 7470A, 7475A, and 7440 ColorPro 

PrintFoto is available for these microcomputers: IBM PC, XT, 
AT, most IBM clones (such as the Zenith 140, 150, 160, 170, 
180, and 200 series, and the HP Vectta), and the Zenith Z-100 
(Z-OOS only). 

WSUtils 
WSUtils (WordStar Utilities) is a WordStar file conversion 
program. Since WordStar stores its document files as binary 
files, it is sometimes necessary to convert these files into plain 
text flies that other programs can use. WSUtils allows you to 
convert a WordStar document file into a standard ASCll (plain 
text) file. You may want to send a WordStar document me to 
another computer (with a communications program) or use a 
WordStar document file with a different program; to do this you 
need software like WSUtils. WSUtils also converts a standard 
ASCII text ftle into a WordStar document file. This feature is 
very useful if you ttansfer ASCll text files to your micro from 
other microcomputers or mainframe computers. 

WSUtils is available for these microcomputers: IBM PC, XT, 
AT, most IBM clones (such as the Zenith 140, 150, 160, 170, 
180, and 200 series, and the HP Vectta), and the Zenith Z-100 
(using Z-OOS or CP/M). 

Encode/Decode 
Encode/DecOde has two parts: Encode and Decode. Encode allows 
you to convert any binary ftle into an ASCll file. Decode 
converts the encoded file back to its original form. You may need 
to use EncodeiDecode to ttansfer a non-ASCll word processing 
me or a binary ftle from one computer to another using a 
communications program that accepts only ASCll text files. 
Many communications programs transfer only ASCll files. 

Encode/DeCOde is available for these microcomputers: IBM PC, 
XT, AT, most IBM clones (such as the Zenith 140, 150, 160, 
170, 180, and 200 series, and the HP Vectta), and the Zenith 
Z-100 (using Z-OOS or CP/M}. 
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• AltFont allows you to modify or create completely new 
characters for the Zenith Z-100 and display them on the Zenith's 
screeen. This may be useful, for example, if you want to worlc 
with Greek characters. Once you have these new characters, you 
can display and use them just as you use the Zenith's original 
characters and font. 

• AltKeys allows you to remap the characters you get on the 
screen when you type a key on the Z-100 keyboard. You may 
want to use this program along with AltFont to redefme your 
keyboard for a different language (such as Russian or Greek). 
You can also use AltKeys to redefme your keyboard to the 
Dvorak keyboard layout. 

• AltPrint allows you to print on your Epson printer the 
redefmed characters you created with AltFont. The Epson printer 
must have graphics capability (such as most of the Epson LX or 
FX printers) in order to use AltPrint. 

Restore 
Restore is a program that can restore flles that have been 
accidentally erased from your CP/M disk. When you erase a 
CP/M ftle, the data is not actually removed from the disk. The 
disk's directory is changed to indicate that the space occupied by 
the removed ftle is free to be used elsewhere. Restore reclaims 
the ftle. You can also use Restore to erase flles that have illegal 
ftle names. CP/M cannot erase all flles (e.g., ftle named with 
lower case characters) with the ERA command; Restore will 
erase these files. Restore is available only for the Zenith Z-100 
(CP/M operating system) microcomputer. 

Ordering Information 
The programs described above are available in the Williamson 
Hall Book Center at the Electronics desk. When ordering, you 
should specify the disk by the tides listed after ,/ below. If you 
have questions about these packages you can call or stop by our 
Microcomputer HelpLine. 

Apple Macintosh 
./ Macintosh SimTek (Version 2.0) $50 

ffiM PC, XT, AT, and most mM compatibles 
(such as the Zenith Z-140, Z-150, Z-160, Z-170, Z-180, 
and Z-200 series, and the HP Vectra) 
./ PC-DOS COM (Version 5.0) $50 
./ PC-DOS SimTek and PrintFoto (Versions 3.0) $50 
./ PC-DOS Utilities disk (Version 1.0) $35 

- includes: WSUtils, Encode/Decode 

Zenith Z-100 (not an mM compatible) Z-DOS 
./ Z-OOS COM (Version 5.0) $50 
,/ Z-OOS SimTek and PrintFoto (Versions 2.0) $50 
./ Z-OOS Utilities disk (Version 1.0) $35 

- includes: WSUtils, Encode/Decode, 
AltFont, AltKeys, AltPrint 

Zenith Z-100 (not an mM compatible) CP/M 
,/ CP/M COM (Version 3.2) $50 
,/ CP/M Utilities disk (Version 1.0) $35 

- includes: WSUtils, Encode/Decode, Restore 

Public Domain Software 
The Microcomputer Systems Group also wrote and distributes 
some public domain (free) programming tools for application 
developers. These routines are for programmers who already 
know how to use the languages mentioned in the programs' brief 
description. Although these are technical tools, anyone who 
brings a formatted 360K mM disk or an initialized doubled-sided 
(800K) Macintosh disk to the Micro HelpLine can copy them. 

0 MEWS: Menu, Event, & Window System: 
MEWS is a set of Pascal procedures for the Macintosh that you 
can call from your TML Pascal programs. These routines are 
designed to eliminate the need to write and rewrite the same code 
(e.g., scroll, resize, drag windows, manage pull-down windows, 
handle desk accessories). MEWS also includes serial port drivers 
and some ftle 1/0 routines. MEWS is intended for TML Pascal 
programmers who want to develop professional-looking 
Macintosh applications. The MEWS disk includes the MEWS 
manual and several source code example programs. 

0 IBM Technical note #1 - Professional Graphics 
Adapter Pascal drivers: This disk contains a set of Pascal 
procedures (and sample programs) that you can call from your 
IBM Pascal or Turbo Pascal programs; they draw text and 
graphics on the IBM Professional Graphics system. The routines 
include initialization, draw line, draw text, set color, and other 
procedures which offer an alternative to the IBM Graphics 
Development Toolkit and ffiM Graphics Kernel System. 

0 IBM Technical note #2 - IBMIHP Plotter 
drivers: This disk contains a set of IBM Pascal and Turbo 
Pascal procedures that you can call from your Pascal programs 
that draw text and graphics on the IBM 7372 or Hewlett-Packard 
7475A or 7440 multi-pen plotters. In addition to routines that 
initialize, draw lines, and draw text, this disk has some advanced 
features like draw arcs, circles, shaded rectangles, and pie slices. 

CJ IBM Technical note #3 - Enhanced Graphics 
Adapter Turbo Pascal drivers: This disk contains drawing 
routines that exploit the full resolution of the mM Enhanced 
Graphics Adapter (EGA). These routines are intended for those 
who want to write their own Pascal programs that use the IBM 
EGA. You need the ffiM EGA, IBM Enhanced Graphics Display, 
and Turbo Pascal to use these procedures • 

CJ IBM Technical note #4 - LOGITECH 
LOGIMOUSE drivers: This disk contains a set of serial 
port drivers that can be used with the LOGITECH mouse. These 
routines can be called from IBM Pascal, IBM FORTRAN, and 
IBM Professional FORTRAN. You can use these routines to 
get the information (the buttons that are pushed and the 
movement of the mouse) that comes from the LOGIMOUSE. 
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Review: Sigma-Plot 

Overview 
Sigma-Plot is a scientific graphing package for mM 
personal computers. Many graphing packages (such 
as Microsoft CHART, reviewed in the July 1985 
Microcomputer Newsletter) are designed to meet the 

needs of the business community but are incapable of creating 
scientific graphs with features such as log scales, regression 
lines, or error bars. Sigma-Plot, however, was developed with 
the scientific community in mind. 

Sigma-Plot Version 2.03 runs on an mM PC, XT, AT, or mM 
compatibles with a minimum of 320K RAM, two disk drives, 
and the mM Color/graphics Adapter. Versions of Sigma-Plot are 
available that work with mMs Enhanced Graphics Adapter (at 
full resolution) and the Hercules Graphics Card. As its name 
implies, Sigma-Plot currently sends its output to a plotter rather 
than to a printer. You can use Hewlett-Packard's 7470,7475, and 
7440 ColorPro plotters with Sigma-Plot 

Using Sigma-Plot 
Sigma-Plot is a menu driven package that uses the IBM function 
keys to select options. The main menu •is referred to as the 
HOME menu. From the HOME menu you can access on-line 
help, edit data files, and send a graph to the plotter. You access 
Sigma-Plot's two secondary menus from the HOME menu: the 
BLD GRAPH (build graph) menu and the DISK menu. To select 
the type (such as bar or line) and appearance of a graph, you use 
the BLD GRAPH menu. To retrieve, delete, and backup data files 
you use the DISK menu. 

Entering Data 
The frrst step in creating a graph is to enter your data. You do 
this by selecting EDIT DATA from the HOME menu. Sigma
Plot then displays a two-column window on the screen. You 
select the column in which you want to enter data and press the 
Insert key once for each data point This means that if you have 
twenty numbers, you must press the Insert key twenty times. 
Sigma-Plot then displays a column of twenty zeros. You replace 
the Os with the actual data values. Each column can have up to 
200 data points. 

H you have a large amount of data, pressing the Insert key once 
for each data point can be very tedious. Another way to get your 
data into Sigma-Plot is to import the data from fdes that have 
been stored in the DIF format (such as Lotus 1-2-3 files) and use 
them directly in Sigma-Plot Data that exist in ASCll (text only) 
format also can be converted to a DIF file. You can use Sigma
Plot's conversion utility to convert an ASCII file to a DIF ftle. 
This is useful if you want to use data ftles from other computers 
(such as the CYBER or VAX) or from a word processing 
package (such as WordPerfect). You can modify data en~ from 
the keyboard, but you cannot edit DIF files once they are m 
Sigma-Plot 

Creating Graphs 
Once you have entered your data, you can create graphs using the 
BUll..D GRAPH menu. You load data files with the GET COL 

• 

(get column) function key. You specify the data ftle's X andY 
coordinates in the BUll..D GRAPH's screen display. When you 
have completed your graph selections, you can preview the graph 
on your monitor or send the graph directly to a plotter. 

Using Sigma-Plot you can create graphs such as scatter, line, 
vertical and horizontal bar, vertical and horizontal histogram, and 
cubic spline curve. When you select GRAPH orrs from the 
BUll..D GRAPH menu, Sigma-Plot displays the current graph 
selection and specifications. Sigma-Plot lets you customize 
graphs. You can select regression lines, log or linear scales, 
minimum and maximum values for the X and Y axes, tick 
marks, and error bars. You can even change the font size of the 
graph labels and the patterns used to fill bar and histogram 
charts. 

Additional Features 
Sigma-Plot supports up to 16 different pen colors for the 
Hewlett-Packard plotters. H you have selected more pen colors 
than your plotter can hold, the plotter will stop and prompt you 
to put a different pen in the pen holder. 

You can use seven different types of digitizing tablets with 
Sigma-Plot Digitizing tablets can be used to select menu 
options without using function keys. Sigma-Plot does not 
currently support a mouse-type pointing device, but the company 
plans to include a mouse driver in a future version. 

Sigma-Plot (Version 2.03) is not copy-protected so you can 
make working copies of the master disks. This is especially . 
helpful if you want to place a copy of Sigma-Plot on a hard disk. 
The manual includes step-by-step instructions for installing 
Sigma-Plot on a hard disk. 

Problems 
The Sigma-Plot manual is not clear. H you do not use the 
program while reading the manual, you may become very 
confused. In other words, you do not get a clear picture of what 
the manual is talking about unless you actually go through the 
process with your equipment. There are six demonstration charts 
in the back of the manual; but again, you must follow the 
examples step-by-step or you will get lost 

Sigma-Plot requires that you save your data to the disk bef~ 
you can plot it. This could be perceived as a plus, because tt 
forces you to save your data. Unfortunately, it also makes 
experimenting with your data and various graph types more 
cumbersome. For example, if you have created a scatter chart and 
want to see what it would look like if a few more data points 
were added, you would have to save the new data to the disk, re
load the file, and then plot it 

You cannot edit DIF ftles, again eliminating the option of 
experimentation. Because ASCll files must be converted to DIF 
files, you cannot edit them either. This means that any data_ file . 
created by a package other than Sigma-Plot cannot ~ modified m 
Sigma-Plot For example, if you created a data file m 
WordPerfect, and you wanted to change that fde, you must go 
through at least two stepS before you could graph the modified 



data: you must make any changes to the file in WordPerfect and 
then convert the modified me into a Sigma-Plot me. 

A minor inconsistency exists in how Sigma-Plot moves between 
menus. You must press the ESC key to return to secondary 
menus, but you must press the HOME key to return to the main 
menu. Since you have to move back and forth from the menus 
frequently, we found this inconsistency to be very irritating. It 
would have been easier if they had used the same key in all cases. 

Conclusion 
Despite the problems mentioned above, Sigma-Plot is a good 
package for graphing scientific data. You can modify the 
appearance of a graph with relative ease. Once the graph is 
created and saved it can be sent directly to the plotter. Many of 
the problems mentioned earlier may be corrected with the release 
of Sigma-Plot Version 3. Jandel Corporation expects this update 
by mid-October and plans to include some printer drivers (for 
printers such as the Hewlett-Packard LaserJet and some Epsons), 
Greek and mathematical symbols support, polynomial 
regression, and a re-written manual. 

You can purchase Sigma-Plot for $350 directly from Jandel 
Scientific, Jandel Corporation, 2656 Bridgeway, Sausalito, CA 
94965 at phone 415/331-3022. If you want the version for mM's 
Enhanced Graphics Adapter or the Hercules Graphics Card. you 
must specify that version when you place your order; this 
version is also $350. If you would like to take a closer look, we 
have Sigma-Plot in the Microcomputer HelpLine. 

Review: Maclndexer 
Overview: 

Maclndexer Version 1.0 is Macintosh software 
which automatically creates an index of every word 
in a MacWrite or Microsoft Word document 
Maclndexer also keeps track of the page numbers 

on which those words occur. Below is a picture of a sample 
index. Writers can benefit from software which frees them from 
the tedious and laborious task of going through a book and 
manually creating an index. You can use Maclndexer with a 
512K Macintosh or a Mac Plus. If you have only one disk drive, 
you need to keep Maclndexer, your word processor, and your 
documents on the same disk. If you have a hard disk or an 
external disk drive, you can keep those applications on different 
disks or in different folders. 

either case, Maclndexer creates a standard text file. You can open 
this text file in MacWrite or (Microsoft) Word and change the 
text so it matches the font and styles you use in your document 

To create your own keywords list with Word, open a separate 
window and begin typing or pasting keywords into that window. 
MacWrite doesn't let you work with more than one window. To 
create your keywords list with MacWrite, you must install 
Keywords, a Maclndexer desk accessory. (You can use Apple's 
Font/DA Mover to install the desk accessory.) Once you have 
installed the desk accessory, Keywords appears in the ti menu. 
This desk accessory adds the Keywords option to the MacWrite 
menu bar. To make a keywords list, you choose the Add Word 
option from the Keywords menu. After the list is completed, you 
use Maclndexer to sort the list in alphabetical order. 

Maclndexer also lets you merge several indexes into one index. 

Insignificant Words 
You may delete insignificant words - for example, "and," "but," 
"the"- from the keywords list with a filter file. Maclndexer's 
filter file contains common words. Maclndexer can remove all 
the words it finds in the filter file from your keywords list This 
is a very convenient feature. You can have as many filter files as 
you want and can add words to and remove words from filter 
files. It's a good idea to filter your keywords list before you index 
your document. 

Problems 
We had problems with large files. We found that Maclndexer 
works very slowly on large ftles and sometimes crashes. If you 
have a large document, we suggest you break the document into 
smaller parts, make several keywords lists and indexes, and use 
the merge feature to create one large keywords list 

We encountered a major problem with Microsoft Word 
documents. Maclndexer could not index some Word documents. 
With these documents it crashed, or created a keywords list of 
single letters (for example, ''b," "a," "d"), or presented a blank 
screen. We tried different sized files on different disks but were 
unable to find any consistency in Maclndexer's failures or 
successes. With some Word files, Maclndexer had to go through 
the process of creating an index twice before succeeding. We did 
not have these kinds of problems with Mac Write documents. 

We also found that Maclndexer acted erratically with Microsoft 
Word or MacWrite documents that had different fonts or character 
styles; that is, Maclndexer sometimes would omit page numbers 

Maclndexer is the only Macintosh 
product of its kind we are aware of. 
Unfortunately, Maclndexer is unreliable. 

~~i~}!~~~~~~~~ii~~ for bold, italic, or underlined words. F 0 I n de H to Sam pIe Once Maclndexer becomes confused. 
aware 2 ~ it misbehaves in other ways. For 

Using Maclndexer 
Before actually generating an index, 
Maclndexer creates an alphabetical list 
of all the words in your document This 
list is called a keywords list You can 
also create your own keywords list. In 

bar 1 iJ!m example, a confused Maclndexer can 
crash or not display words starting 

~~~~s, 2 
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In addition to these major problems, we discovered some mioor 
problems. Maclndexer doesn't display words in some fonts (e.g., 
Symbol). If something doesn't work (for example, you cancel 
what you're doing), instead of displaying an error message or 
warning, Maclndexer beeps five times; we found this irritating. 

Manual 
The manual has three sections: Learning Maclndexer, Using 
Macindexer, and Macindexer Reference. Each section contains 
material covered in the other two. Although the manual is clearly 
written and easy to follow, it should have been more concise. 
Since the software is self-explanatory and straightforward, one or 
two sections would have sufficed. 

Conclusion 
If you need to generate an index for a book or manual, 
Macindexer can save you a tremendous amount of time. You 
should be aware, however, that the software is unreliable, and 
you may have to run Macindexer a few times. Macindexer is 
available in the Microcomputer HelpLine if you want to try it on 
one of your files. You can order Maclndexer from: Boston 
Software Publishers, Inc., 1260 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 
02215, at telephone (617) 267-4747. The copy-protected version 
costs $79.95. Registered Macindexer owners can buy a non-copy
protected version for an additional $29.95. 

Announcements continued from page 1----

e Apple SCSI Hard Disk 
Apple has announced the Apple Hard Disk 20 SC. The Hard 
Disk 20 SC is a 20 MByte hard disk with an SCSI interface; the 
SCSI interface should make this hard disk very attractive to 
Macintosh Plus owners (since the Macintosh Plus has an SCSI 
interface). The advantage that the Hard Disk 20 SC has over the 
HD 20 (Apple Hard Disk 20) is that the SCSI interface can 
transfer data up to six times faster than the external drive port 
used by the HD 20. 

Alas, as of this writing (the day after the announcement}, we do 
not know what the delivery times for the Hard Disk 20 SC will 
be. We do have pricing information: the Hard Disk 20 SC will 
cost $910 at the Book Center in Williamson Hall If you buy the 
Hard Disk 20 SC, you will also want to buy a $35 SCSI 
System Cable (to connect the SCSI hard disk to your Mac Plus) 
and a $26 SCSI Cable Terminator. 

e Book Center Clearance 
The Book Center has odds and ends that they want to clear from 
inventory. The Book Center has very limited q~tities of these 
items, so if you are interested you should act qwckly. You 
should put your offer in writing. Give your offer to Colleen at 
the Electronics Desk in the Williamson Hall Book Center by 
October 15, 1986. Here is the equipment that is still available: 

0 AT&T 6300 microcomputer with 256K memory, 10 MByte 
hard disk drive one 5.25" 360K floppy disk drive, keyboard, 
monochrome ~n screen) monitor, MS-DOS operating 
system, GW-BASIC. 

0 AT&T 6300 microcomputer with 256K memory, two 5.25" 
360K floppy disk drives, ffiM AT -style keyboard, color (RGB) 
monitor, MS-DOS operating system, GW-BASIC. 

0 Epson DX-35 daisywheel printer, 35 character-per-second 
print speed, parallel interface, Diablo compatible, 1-year 
warranty. 

0 Citizen Premier 35 daisywheel printer, 35 character-per
second print speed, parallel interface, Diablo compatible, 1-year 
warranty. 

e Toshiba T3100 Portable 
The Book Center can now special-order the Toshiba T3100 
microcomputer. The T3100 is an mM AT-compatible that is 
very portable; it weighs about 15 pounds. Because the machine 
has a hard disk, there is no option for running the T3100 from 
batteries. You must plug the T3100 into the wall to run iL 

The T3100 has the usual 80286 CPU, a 10 MByte hard disk 
drive, 640K memory, one 3.5" (720K) floppy disk drive, one 
serial port, one parallel port, a built-in gas plasma graphics 
display, and RGB video outpuL The T3100 can be special ordered 
for $3070 plus $10 shipping. Note that this machine is available 
special-order only. The Microcomputer Systems Group does not 
support the T3100 and has no plans to do so in the future. 

e Projects Woksape and MinneMac 
Calls for Proposals have been sent to Computer Coordinators for 
projects Woksape and MinneMac. If you are interested in 
submitting a proposal, contact your college's Computer 
Coordinator <r department head f<r details. 

e Project Assist 
Project Assist, a campus group which helps University of 
Minnesota faculty use computers for instruction, is offering 
several free workshops during fall quarter on the instructional 
uses of computers and related topics. One worlcshop will 
introduce faculty to PLATO, which the University recently 
acquired. The Introduction to PLATO workshop will ~ ~tiered 
each Thursday during fall quarter. Other workshops will mclude: 
Evaluating Instructional Software, Design Considerations for 
Computer Based Instruction, An Instructional Desjgn Model, a 
Programmer's Guide to Instructional Software, Pdot, and 
Evaluating Authoring Systems. 

Project Assist has a new phone number: 626-1090. Call 
626-1090 to request a complete workshop list and registtation 
infonnation. 

e Student Programmers Needed! 
Occasionally the HelpLine receives requests for referrals of 
student programmers. Typically, these requests come from. 
University faculty and departments that have software projects 
they need some programmers to complete. The ~~puter 
Systems Group has established a dataOOse of Uruvemty of 
Minnesota students who are interested in this type of woJX. H 
you want to be included in this programmer pool, visit the 
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Microcomputer HelpLine and fill out our questionnaire. Note: we 
do not guarantee work. We simply add your name to the pool of 
student programmers who are interested in work. 

e SPSSIPC+ Site Licenses 
The University of Minnesota bought SPSSJPC+™ base system 
and graphics system site licenses. This statistical software 
requires an IBM PC, XT, AT, or mM compatible with at least a 
10 MByte hard disk, DOS 2.0 or later, and at least 448K RAM 

The University will make site licenses available to departments 
(not to individual faculty, staff, or students) for an annual fee. 
The initial cost to departments for one license will be $75. This 
$75 fee includes the cost of using one copy of the SPSSIPC+ 
base and graphics systems for the fust year. Departments who 
want to continue to use their site licenses from year to year must 
pay an annual license fee. The University expects that annual fee 
to be $50. 

Beginning October 15, 1986, the Microcomputer Systems Group 
will distribute copies of the SPSSJPC+ base and graphics 
systems software (on diskettes) to departments, but departments 
must buy the manuals from the Williamson Hall Book Center. 
The SPSSIPC+ base system manual costs $29.95. The 
SPSSJPC+ graphics system manual costs $4.95. Departments 
who buy site licenses must also sign an agreemenL We don't 
have the exact details about how agreement, diskette, and manual 
distribution will be handled. The HelpLine will have those 
details by October 15th. 

The University of Minnesota currently does not have a site 
license for any SPSSJPC+TM add-on enhancements except the 
Graphics system enhancemenL Other enhancements include 
Advanced Statistics (six procedures for more sophisticated 
statistical analysis), Tables (a procedure to generate "publication
quality tabulations" and alternate table and contents layouts), and 
Data Entty. 

e mM Network Cards and mM XTs 
mM has notified us that a few (less than 1%) of the mM XTs 
shipped since April2, 1986 have the possibility of data errors 
when used with the ffiM PC Network Adapter Card 

To detennine if your IBM XT may be susceptible to this 
problem, check the serial and part numbers on the back of your 
XT. If the numbers match the numbers in the table below, then 
you may have a problem and you should call the Microcomputer 
HelpLine. We have instructions for testing your ffiM XT for this 
problem. mM will replace your defective system boards at no 
charge through December 31, 1986. Note that this problem 
affects only XTs with hard disks and the PC Network Adapter 
Card. 

Part Number 

5160267 or 5160268 
5160277 or 5160278 
5160088 or 5160089 

Serial Number Range 

2000001 to 2069392 
3000001 to 3034646 
4000001 to 4083500 

e ffiM University Users Group 
mM is exploring forming an IBM personal computer users 
group for the University of Minnesota community. The users 
group would cover topics such as new mM product demos, a 
public domain software library, new users forum, technical users 
forum, and exchange of infonnation. An organizational meeting 
will be held Thursday, October 30th from 3:30 to 5:00 p.m. in 
Room 50 of the Architecture building on the East Bank campus. 

e Public Microcomputer Labs 
Departments, current students, faculty, and staff can use eight 
public (public to the University of Minnesota community) 
microcomputer labs for $20/quarter. To use these labs you must 
buy a Microcomputer Access Card and have a U of M /D. You 
can buy cards at any Bursars office. Printing on laser printers 
costs extra. If you want to use fancy printers, such as the 
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet or Apple LaserWriter printers, you 
must also buy a Printer Access Card. The Printer Access Card 
costs $1; you can print 10 pages with this card 

The eight microcomputer labs are overseen by Infonnation 
Systems, but the individual labs are managed by different 
departments. The departments set the labs' hours and choose their 
hardware and software. The labs have equipment such as mM and 
Zenith personal computers, Apple Macintoshes, Apple lis, and 
printers. Currently the Anderson Hall, Central Library, Folwell 
Hall, and Walter Library labs have laser printers. 

Instructors can use some labs for their courses. The Anderson 
Hall, Central Library, Folwell Hall, and Walter Library labs can 
be reserved for up to two-hours for instructional use. To reserve a 
lab, contact the department responsible for the lab. 

The labs, their phone numbers, and the departments responsible 
for the individual labs are listed below. (The Microcomputer 
Access Cards have the wrong phone number printed on them for 
the Eddy Hall lab. The right Eddy Hall number is printed below.) 

ACSS, contact Jerry Larson at 625-7850 
• Folwell Hall Room 14 East Bank 
'- Lind Hall Room 306B East Bank 
'- Walter Library Room 9 East Bank 

625-4896 
625-9032 
626-1899 

School of Dentistry, contact Marge Gaynor at 625-1477 
• Moos Tower Room 8 East Bank 625-1477 

College of Education 
• Eddy Hall Annex Room 54 East Bank 625-0314 

General College 
'- Appleby Hall Room 204 East Bank 625-5080 

West Bank Computer Center, contact Steve Barstad at 624-6526 
• Anderson Hall Room 170 West Bank 624-6526 

St. Paul Computer Center, contact Karen Bellows at 624-7788 
'- Central Library Room B50 SL Paul 624-3269 

Call individual /Qbs for ilifortnlllion about availllbk 
hardware, software, and hours of operation. 
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